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"Daphne Teach Yourself Driving" complements the App of the same name. Teaching you how

to drive step by step, with detailed stages, as if you are having driving lessons with a

conventional driving instructor. This second edition has been updated for the NEW

DECEMBER 2017 practical test. This book is designed to help both learners and existing

drivers.With the contents of this book while taking your lessons you will progress faster in your

lessons, as a driver you can improve on your skills. As a PDI practising driving instructor you

will learn how to structure your lesson, change sentences into questions for your briefings.The

best way forward is start with the control lessons, then moving off and stopping chapters. While

practising the moving off and stopping lessons keep practising manoeuvres this will strengthen

your clutch controls.Build upon these basics with approaching junctions, emerging at junctions

and then crossroads and roundabouts. This suggested order of learning will promote a better

learning experience and an understanding of major concepts of driving.Pedestrian crossings

and meeting situations can be learned at anytime after you have a good understanding of

moving off and stopping. When you're confident with crossroads and roundabouts, you will

have mastered all the basics. Improve them with practise on single carriageways and dual

carriageways.For more helpful advice visit our website at www.daphnedriving.com and the

Daphne Teach Yourself Driving App.
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Daphne - Teach Yourself Driving has taken care in the preparation of the contents of this

document, the information, names, images, pictures, logos, icons regarding or relating to

Daphne - Teach Yourself Driving products and are provided on an 'as is' basis without any

representation or endorsement being made, and without any warranty of any kind, whether

express or implied, including but not limited to, any implied warranties of satisfactory quality,

fitness for a particular purpose, non-infringement, security, compatibility and accuracy. To the

extent permitted by law, all such terms and warranties are hereby excluded. In no event will

Daphne - Teach Yourself Driving be liable (whether in contract or tort (including negligence or

breach of statutory duty) or otherwise) for any losses sustained and arising out of or in

connection with use of this application including, without limitation, loss of profits, loss of data

or loss of goodwill (in all these cases whether direct or indirect) nor any indirect, economic,

consequential or special loss.Daphne - Teach Yourself Driving does not warrant that the

functions or materials accessible from or contained in this document will be error free, that

defects will be corrected.If any of these terms and conditions (or any terms and conditions

relating to a product or service referred to in this document) should be determined to be illegal,

invalid or otherwise unenforceable by reason of the laws of any state or country in which such

terms and conditions are intended to be effective, then to the extent of such illegality, invalidity

or unenforceability, and in relation to such state or country only, such terms or condition shall

be deleted and severed from the rest of the relevant terms and conditions and the remaining

terms and conditions shall survive, remain in full force and effect and continue to be binding

and enforceable.This document is for general information purposes only. This document is not

intended to be relied upon in any dispute, claim, action, proceeding or for legal advice. It is also

highly recommended that new drivers take an approved driver education course to learn the

rules and laws of the road, and to develop responsible driving habits. Daphne Teach Yourself

Driving are not meant to be used as a substitute for normal driving lessons with a qualified

driving instructor. The book is a teaching aid and will help enhance the skills and knowledge

required for safe and competent driving.Published by Daphne Teach Yourself Driving

LTDPrerequisitesBefore starting these lessons, some important criteria need to be met:You



must be 17 years of age and hold a valid provisional driving licence.The person accompanying

you in the car must be 21 years or over, driven for at least 3 years and hold a full driving

licence. In addition, it is a legal requirement that you are insured on the car that you will be

using to practise in.You must also display L plates which are clearly visible from both the front

and back of the car.If you already hold a full licence, then you do not have to display L plates

when practising.It is also advisable to check your eyesight. You must be able to read a motor

vehicle number plate from a distance of 20 metres or 66 feet.Preface"Daphne Teach Yourself

Driving" complements the App of the same name. Teaching you how to drive step by step, with

detailed stages, as if you are having driving lessons with a conventional driving instructor.This

book is designed to help both learners and existing drivers. With the contents of this book while

taking your lessons you will learn and progress faster and as a driver you can improve on your

skills. As a PDI practising driving instructor you will learn how to structure your lesson, change

sentences into questions for your briefings.The best way forward is start with the control

lessons, then moving off and stopping chapters. While practising the moving off and stopping

lessons keep practising manoeuvres this will strengthen your clutch controls.Build upon these

basics with approaching junctions, emerging at junctions and then crossroads and

roundabouts. This suggested order of learning will promote a better learning experience and

an understanding of major concepts of driving.Pedestrian crossings, meeting situations can be

learned at any time. When you are confident with crossroads and roundabouts, you will have

mastered all the basics. Improve them with practise on single carriageways and dual

carriageways.For more helpful advice, visit our website at www.daphnedriving.com and the

Daphne Teach Yourself Driving App.Controls LessonRecognise the safety requirements for

setting the car up for you to drive safely this includes. Making sure the doors are closed

properly before driving; setting the seats and steering wheel; fastening the seatbelt and setting

the mirrors correctly.Key Topics:· The Cockpit Drill (DSSSM), Safety Checks (before moving

off)· Control Instruments (foot controls, hand controls, auxiliaries and visuals)This is your first

lesson. In this lesson you will learn about the safety of getting in and out of your vehicle and

how to set yourself up in the right position for safe driving. We call this the cockpit drill and a

good way to remember this drill is by using the acronym DSSSM - doors, seat, steering wheel,

seatbelt and mirrors.DoorsBefore entering your vehicle, it is always safer to walk around the

back of the car so that you can see if there is any oncoming traffic. It is good practice to have

another look around before opening the door. Once seated in the vehicle, it is your

responsibility as a driver to make sure that all of the doors are closed securely. You can check

this by looking into the door mirrors to see that both of the doors are evenly shut with the panel

of the vehicle. In most modern vehicles, if you turn the electrics on (which we will talk about

later on in the lesson) you will notice that there is an icon on the dashboard, together with an

alarm or a light display to alert you that the door is open.When opening the car door, check

your right door mirror and over your right shoulder, which is where your blind spot is, to make

sure that there are no cyclists or oncoming vehicles. If you do not make these checks before

exiting the car this could result in an accident occurring. Keep hold of the handle and the catch

to prevent the door from potentially swinging open.SeatsYou must now adjust your seat so that

it is comfortable and in the correct driving position for you. If the seat is not in the right position,

you may feel uncomfortable this may result in cramps or neck and back pains. Most modern

vehicles have electric buttons to control the movements of the seat, while others have levers

which feel like a bar and are located underneath the front seat in between your legs. If you look

down onto the floor under the steering wheel, you will notice three pedals. Put the ball of your

left foot onto the left pedal and press it all the way down to the floor. When completely pressed,



your leg should be slightly bent by the knee. If it is not, then leave one of your hands on the

steering wheel and the other on the bar lever at the bottom of your seat. Pull yourself forwards

or backwards accordingly until you achieve this slight bend at the knee.To adjust the back of

your seat to an upright position, you should find a knob located on the right hand side of your

seat which you can twist forwards or backwards to get into the correct position. The seat can

also be adjusted to go higher or lower for better visibility by using the lever found on the front

right hand side of the seat. Now you will need to adjust your head restraint to make sure that

the top of your head is level with the top of the head restraint, or your eyes are level with the

centre of the restraint. To release the head restraint, squeeze the button to allow adjustment.

The purpose of the head restraint is to help prevent spinal or neck injuries. If you do not reach

the head restraint, then this is all right as the back of the seat will stop your head from going

backwards.Steering wheelIt is important to adjust the steering wheel so that you can see the

instrument panel. If you cannot see the speedometer, you may end up breaking the law by

exceeding the speed limit. Also, if your hands are positioned incorrectly on the steering wheel,

it may prevent you from carrying out the pull and push steering technique, which will be

explained in more detail later on in this lesson. To adjust the steering wheel position, pull the

lever underneath the steering column into the desired position. This may vary in different cars.

To find where your lever is, refer to your vehicle manual. You should find that your steering

wheel can be moved up, down, and pulled towards you.To find the correct steering wheel

position, pretend that the wheel is a clock face. Place both your wrists at twelve o’clock on top

of the steering wheel and make sure that your arms are straight. Slide your hands and lightly

grip the steering wheel at a ten to two or a quarter to three position. Make sure that you can

see the instrument panel on the dashboard. Once you are happy with the position, push the

lever back so that the steering wheel locks into place.SeatbeltIt is your responsibility as the

driver to make sure that everyone aged 14 and under wears a seatbelt. Also a child restraint

should be provided for children who need it. There is more chance of survival when wearing a

seatbelt in an accident. When you have fastened your seatbelt, run your thumb along the strap

to make sure that there are no twists in it. This will prevent the seatbelt from cutting into your

chest. It is also important to hold onto your seatbelt as you release it so that the buckle does

not hit your face or break the window.MirrorsThere are three mirrors in total for you to use. The

interior mirror is called the rear view mirror and is made with flat glass. It shows you an

accurate image of what is behind you and is used to judge the speed and distance of vehicles

from behind. Use your left hand to adjust this mirror try not to touch the glass as this may

cause smudges and make it difficult to see properly. You will be able to rotate it up, down, left,

and right. Position it so that you can see the whole of the back window, especially on the

driver’s side which is the off side. When it is adjusted properly, you shouldn't be able to see the

roof of the vehicle.The door mirrors are made with convex glass which makes objects appear

further away and allows for a wider field of view. Most vehicles have mirror adjusters in different

places. You may need to refer to your vehicle manual to identify where your adjusters are in the

car. If you look into your left door mirror, the back of the passenger front door handle should

appear in the lower right hand corner of the mirror. You should also be able to see the back

door handle and the side of the vehicle. Adjust the right door mirror in the same way with the

driver door handle in the bottom left hand corner.The door mirrors are used for when traffic is

filtering on either side of the vehicle, for example cyclists. You should check your mirrors in

pairs, when changing directions, before you slow down, every time you see a hazard and

before signalling. The routine used is called MSM- mirrors, signal and manoeuvre. There are

areas that you will not be able to see in your mirrors and these are called blind spots. The front



pillars holding up the roof of the vehicle are an example of this. There are also blind spots over

your left and right shoulders.To find your blind spot, look in your right hand door mirror, now

look over your right hand shoulder, and you will notice that there are objects that you see when

looking over your shoulder which you cannot see when looking in your mirror such as vehicles

in driveways. This is the same for your left blind spot. When you want to move off, make sure

you look all around, especially checking the blind spots, your mirrors, and in front of you. Your

last check should be in the direction that you are moving off into.
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